
Hi Friend!
I can not even begin to tell you how excited I am 
to see how your business and life will transform 
over our next 3 months together! I love working 
with my lovely clients to help them achieve greater 
clarity in their business and life, develop a 
rock-solid brand, and start making major impact in 
the world. 

Because branding is SO MUCH MORE than just 
beautiful design! 

Girl, I know how hard growing your business can 
be. Not long ago, I was in same place... month 
after month, making goals only to see each month 
pass by without reaching my goals! Talk about 
knocking the wind out of your sails! It can begin to 
feel like you’re constantly spinning your wheels for 
little to no success! 

This ends NOW. 

Lets get to know each other a bit more by digging into some questions in this welcome 
packet. Answer each question with whatever comes to your mind first. These answers may 
shift over the next few weeks and months, and that’s ok! 

I’m your business and branding guide for the next 12 weeks! SO buckle up and let’s get 
going, because it’s going to be a wild (and AMAZING) ride! 

Always cheering you on, 

Sandra

Let’s begin!
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Why did you originally start your business? What is your passion behind your business?
What is the biggest thing that drives you to keep going and realize success in your business?

Is this passion and this ‘WHY’ something that your clients know about? Is it present in your
posts, newsfeed, & website? 

How often are you sharing your passion and your WHY with the world? How often are you
sharing your “story” with the world?
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I want you to really uncover your TRUE desires and dreams, not only for your business,
but for your life. I want you to brain dump all of your biggest dreams and desires. Forget
reality. Just think about your perfect life and business. What things would you love to do 
in your lifetime? Think BIG!



What feelings came up as you wrote your dreams and desires?

What has been holding you back from reaching these dreams?
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Did you feel any resistance with writing these dreams and desires?

What things do you LOVE doing and wish you could do more of?

Welcome Packet

Do you think it’s possible for you to have these things come true in your life?

What things could you start implementing this month? What about this week?



Use this page to map out your top 20 dreams and desires in life.
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Welcome Packet

(Check out my dreams in the files section!)



I want you to look at your list and see which of those items you would like to 
complete over the next 12 months! Write those below.

What about the next 90 days?
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And finally, in a perfect world, what could you accomplish from this list in 30 days?

Welcome Packet
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Look back over your list of 30 and 90 day goals... what thoughts come to your mind when 
you review these lists? What are you telling yourself about your ability to achieve these 
things? What feelings come up inside of you?

Think about what you just said! If there was any fear that came up, tell yourself right now 
that these goals are possible! You are capable of achieving SO MUCH. The problem is that 
we often forget the TRUTH and we focus on the FEAR. So below, I want you to write out 
any fears that you may be feeling about your business and goals. 
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Now here’s the most important part... write each fear below, but combat it with the TRUTH. 
So for example, if I feel like I am not qualified enough to really help people, then I am going 
to combat that fear with the truth. 

Fear: I am not qualified to grow my business and help people because I lack experience. 
Truth: I am qualified because I have achieved __________ and I have helped ___________
achieve ___________ before. I am qualified because I have achieved __________ before.  

WELCOME PACKET
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WHEW! Now that we have that out of the way, let’s build your confidence! 

Mindset is a HUGE struggle with every single entrepreneur. It is SO easy to get bogged 
down by thinking we are not good enough, valued enough, needed enough, loved enough, 
etc. etc. etc. But those are LIES! 

I want you to remember that your next client is out there ALREADY WAITING for you to 
show up in their life. They need your services and they are willing and happy to pay your 
prices because you will be helping them so much! 

We shouldn’t get overwhelmed thinking about serving anyone and everyone in the world, 
but instead we should focus on serving those who are just 1/2 step behind us. These are the 
people we are confidently ready to help because we have the experience and ability to help 
them exactly where they are at in life RIGHT NOW.  

What makes you AMAZING? What do people love about you?
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Who is that person you are currently qualified to help? 

What makes you qualified to help that person? 

MINDSET can hold you back from reaching the success you have dreamed of without you 
even realizing it! If you were to meet someone on the street and they asked you what your 
job was... how would you reply? 



WELCOME PACKET

Remember... YOU are a kick-butt CEO! 
Stop thinking about your business as a “side job”... stop saying you work from home in your 
“free time”... 

NO MORE! 

You are a confident CEO. You are a business owner. You run a successful business doing 
_______. Below, I want you to write affirmations of yourself and your business. Tell me about 
your business, tell me about your title, tell me about how you help people. 
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Your client’s success story...
I want you to think about your dream client. Who is this person? 

WELCOME PACKET

I want you to pretend like you just got done working with your dream client. They 
bought your main package and it went GREAT! They LOVED working with you and you 
are on cloud 9 about working with them. I want you to write a thank you note from 
your ideal client to you. What did they love about working with you? How did you help 
them? What do they want to say to you? (Really rave on yourself here!!)  
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Money Mindset
What is your desired income for each month? 

WELCOME PACKET

Think about your business expenses below... What things need to come out of your 
monthly income? (taxes, work phone, email marketing account, tithe, accounting 
software, etc.) What is the monthly cost per item? 

What amount of money do you need to make each month to meet your desired 
income? If you would like to take home $2,000 per month, and you have $775 in 
monthly business expenses, then you need to be focusing on bringing in $2,775 each 
month. 

If you are first starting your business and have not made any income yet, what is your 
non-negotiable income needed in order for your family to survive? 
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Success mindset and your RAS.
There’s this little thing called your reticular activating system (or RAS). Your RAS is a part of 
the mammalian brain located in the brain stem that helps control your consciousness. It is 
believed that you have around 2 million bits of sensory information attacking your sensory 
data system at any given moment. However, your brain is only aware of 5-9 bits of 
information at a moment because of your RAS! Isn’t that amazing? 

Your RAS decides what pieces of sensory information is let through into your consciousness 
and what pieces are ignored. Your RAS filters out any bits of information that does not 
support your most prevalent thoughts and it responds to anything you deem important. 

Here’s an example: 
 
“Let’s say you’ve started shopping for cars and decided that a Honda CR-V is the ideal make 
and model for you. Suddenly, you begin to notice dozens of them on the road every day. 
Prior to having the vision of owning one, you really didn’t notice just how popular of a 
vehicle they were. Your RAS is playing a filtering role and the Honda CRVs become front and 
center in your field of view.” (source below)

What we consciously think about is also what our RAS works to bring to 
mind during every other moment of the day. 

Meaning, if you are thinking uplifting, encouraging and positive thoughts about yourself, 
your RAS will work to support those thoughts. If you are thinking negative thoughts, then 
your it will bring up negative thoughts as well. Identifying, realizing and envisioning your 
worth and the impact you can make on your potential clients (and the world) can train your 
RAS for success. 

Source: http://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/blog/business/2014/05/how-to-train-your-brain-for-success.html
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Imagine your dream business in its most successful/fulfilled state. What does this look like? 

Your I AM statement. 
I want you to create a statement that you can repeat to yourself when things get tough. 
When you feel like giving up. Example: “I am an experienced brand strategist and designer 
who helps world changing ladies completely transform their business (and life) so they can 
make HUGE impact in the world and LIFE-CHANGING income for their family........” 

WELCOME PACKET

What does success look like to you? What is your most successful life on a personal level?
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“Follow your passion, be 
prepared to work hard and 

sacrifice, and, above all, don't 
let anyone limit your dreams.” 

- Donovan Bailey
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